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Abstract: In this paper, self-quotient referential bilateral filter is introduced. Although bilateral filter is a 

well-known edge-preserving smoothing filter, it is difficult to handle with light variation. The proposed 

filter combines bilateral filter and self-quotient filter, and can handle the image with light variation.  In our 

method, we utilize self-quotient image as a reference filter for bilateral filter. Some experimental results are 

shown to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. As an application, we also developed a 

real-time face beautification system combining face detector and the proposed filter. Throughout the 

experiments, our method has a potential to be used for real-time face beautification system. 
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1. Introduction 

"Keeping youth". Although it is an important wish of humans, it is difficult for us to stop physical 

deterioration.  

Wrinkles and age spots appear on face with age, and they may prevent old people to communicate with 

each other.  

We may help to give motivation to elderly people if we can reduce such wrinkles and age spots on their 

faces by using face beautification system. For instance, young-looking photographs and television-phone 

system are examples of applications of face beautification system. 

As wrinkles and age spots on our face are basically small cracks and noise on face, filtering for 

edge-preserving smoothing is a solution to realize face beautification. 

Although many studies on edge-preserving smoothing have been proposed in the pasts [1]-[5], bilateral 

filter is a promising filter for this purpose [6]-[7].  

The algorithm of bilateral filter is very simple, and only two parameters are required. One is the 

parameter for reducing the effect of the pixel far from the processed pixels. The other is the parameter for 

reducing the effect of the intensity whose distance from the processed pixel is large. The procedure of 

bilateral filter can be processed non-iteratively. 

Although bilateral filter is a useful filter as described above, it is difficult to handle the image which not 

only has a high contrast area but also has a low contrast area. This is because bilateral filter filters the image 

based on the local intensity of the image to preserve edge.  

Using two images taken in different situation is a typical approach to solve this problem. The method 

using flash and non-flash images is reported by Eisemann et al. [8]. The main idea of Eisemann algorithm is 
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to use flash image for detecting the details of the image while to use non-flash image for smoothing image 

based on the information of flash image. Bennett et al. also reported the algorithm of multispectral fusion 

using the image which is taken under visible light condition and that was taken under infra-red light [9].  

These approaches require two different types of images taken under different condition at the same time 

to avoid motion of the photographer or/and objects.  

To solve the problems, we employ self-quotient filter and proposed self-quotient referential bilateral filter 

[10].  

Self-quotient filter is a filter to extract edge information of the image which not only has high contrast 

area but also has low contrast area [11], [12]. By dividing the original image by its blurred image, 

self-quotient filter can extract the edge information regardless of the contrast in the image. 

The filter is the extended version of quotient image method [13], [14]. Self-quotient filter is defined as the 

ratio of the original image and its smoothed image. It requires only an image and can extract edge 

information not only around high contrast area but also around low contrast area.  

Self-quotient referential bilateral filter is an improved bilateral filter which refers to self-quotient image 

instead of the original image in bilateral filter. By using self-quotient image, we can preserve edge not only 

in high contrast area but also in low contrast area.  

Although self-quotient referential bilateral filter can handle the image with light variation, it cannot 

handle a color image. Hence, in this paper, we improve the filter for color images. As an application of our 

system, we also implement the proposed filter to the real-time face beautification system, and show the 

results. 

2. Algorithm 

In this section, the proposed algorithm is described. Fig. 1 shows the flow of our method. 

Let x(i) = x(i1, i2) be the color input image. In YCrCb space, x(i1, i2) can be described as  

 

x(i1, i2) = (xY(i1, i2), xCr(i1, i2), xCb(i1, i2))                         (1) 
 

where xY(i1, i2), xCr(i1, i2), and xCb(i1, i2) represent the intensity of the image, the value of Cb color space and 

Cr color space at position i = (i1, i2), respectively. Let us define F(x) as the output of the filter F applied to the 

image. Let S be the set of all possible image locations. || and |||| is defined as absolute norm and L2 norm, 

respectively. For example, ||i  j|| represents the Euclidean distance between pixels i and j.  

Let us start a simple blurring using Gaussian filter.  

Gaussian filter is defined as follows: 
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where G(x) is two dimensional Gaussian described as follows: 
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Gaussian filter is a weighted average filter whose impulse response is Gaussian function. The filter weight 

is defined by the Gaussian G(||ij||). In Gaussian filter,  is a parameter to control how far the 

neighborhood should be considered. 

Due to this design, Gaussian filter depends only on the spatial distance between the processed pixel and 
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the neighbor pixels. It does not consider their values. Hence, in Gaussian filter, if bright pixels and dark 

pixels are close to each other, the area is strongly blurred. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Flow of the proposed algorithm. 

 

 
(a) Input image           (b) Example 1               (c) Example 2 

Fig. 2. Examples of bilateral filter. 
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Bilateral filter aims to solve this problem by considering not only the spatial distance between the 

processed pixel and the neighbor pixels, but also the intensity difference between the processed pixel and 

the neighbor pixels.  

Bilateral filter (BF) can be described as follows: 

 

                           
(a) Input image             (b) Example 1               (c) Example 2 

Fig. 3. Closeup images of bilateral filter. 
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where Wi represents the normalization factor described as follows: 
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Parameter s is a parameter to consider spatial distance between the processed pixel and the neighbor 

pixels. Parameter r is a parameter to consider intensity difference between the processed pixel and the 

neighbor pixels. If r becomes larger, bilateral filter becomes similar to Gaussian filter. As described above, 

bilateral filter uses intensity difference between the processed pixel and the neighbor pixels to preserve 

edge information.  

Due to the design, it is difficult for bilateral filter to handle the image taken under varying lighting 

condition.  

Fig. 2 shows examples to clarify this point. Fig. 2(a) shows the input image. As shown in Fig. 2(b), if the 

smoothing effect of bilateral filter is small, the smoothing is insufficient although the edge information 

around low contrast area is preserved. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 2(c), if the smoothing effect of 

bilateral filter is large, the edge information around low contrast area is blurred, while the smoothing is 

sufficient. Fig. 3 is the closeup image around left eye. As shown in Fig. 3(c), the eye area is blurred.  

Although bilateral filter can smooth the image while preserving edge information in high contrast area, 

the edge in low contrast area is blurred.  

Cross bilateral filter is an improved bilateral filter, and uses two images to solve this problem. One is a 

flash image, the other is a non flash image. In cross bilateral filter, a flash image is used to extract the details 

of the image, and non-flash image is filtered not by using non-flash image but by using a flash image as a 

reference.  

When we take a photograph with non-flash, the image texture is natural but image includes high-level 

noise. Cross bilateral filter gives a solution to this problem by using a flash image.  

Let F and N be a flash image and a non-flash image at the same place, respectively. Cross bilateral filter 

(CBF) is defined as follows: 
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Although cross bilateral filter can output a natural image, it requires two images taken at the same 

position.  

We aim to obtain such natural image by using an image.  

To achieve this aim, we utilize self-quotient image instead of flash image.  

Self-quotient filter (SQF) is a simple filter to extract edge information from an image with varying light 

condition. It can be described as follows: 
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where parameter t is to design how far the neighbor pixels should be considered. Due to the self-quotient 

effect of self-quotient filter, we can extract the texture and edge information from an image taken under 

varying light condition. 

Self-quotient referential bilateral filter (SRBF) is described as follows:  
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where Wi is expressed as follows: 
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SRBF can smooth the image while preserving edge not only around high contrast area but also low 

contrast area because it refers the filter output of self-quotient filter instead of the original image unlike 

bilateral filter.  

As the filter output of self-quotient filter can be generated from an original image, SRBF only requires an 

image. Let us confirm the effectiveness of our approach through some experiments in the next section. 

 

         
(a) Input image            (b) Bilateral filter          (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 4. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (The image was selected 

from Yale image database. The file name is yaleB10_P00A+095E+00.pbm). 

 

                         
(a) Input image            (b) Bilateral filter          (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 5. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (Closeup image from eye 

area. The image was cut from yaleB10_P00A+095E+00.pbm). 
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3. Experiments 

3.1. Experiments on Gray and Color Images 

We conducted some experiments to check the effectiveness of our approach. The results of gray scale case 

are shown at first. Some images were selected from Yale image database [15] and cut face area from them. 

The image size is 256 pixels  256 pixels. We used a laptop computer whose CPU was Intel Core i5-3210M 

2.50GHz. The programs were implemented by MATLAB.  

Fig. 4 shows the filter output of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter. 

Fig. 4(a) shows the input image, whose file name is yaleB10_P00A+095E+00.pbm.  

 

respectively.  

To clarify the problem of bilateral filter, we also show the closeup image around left eye area in Fig. 5. 

As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, when the bilateral filter was applied, the edge around right eye area could 

be preserved while smoothing surface roughness. However, the left eye area was blurred when bilateral 

filter was applied because the left eye area was low contrast. 

On the other hand, we could smooth the image while preserving the edge not only around the right eye 

but also around the left eye in the case of the proposed filter. 

We also show another example in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. 

As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, better performance could be obtained when we utilized the proposed filter. 

We next show the results of color images.  
The images were selected from the Internet. The images are licensed with creative commons license.  

The image reference is shown in figure caption. Fig. 8 shows the results of the experiment. Fig. 9 shows 

the closeup image of the left eye. As shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, when the bilateral filter was employed, the 

edge around left eye was blurred similar to the results of gray scale images.  

Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show another example of color images.  

As shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11, better performance could be obtained when we utilized the proposed 

filter. 

 

       
(a) Input image         (b) Bilateral filter        (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 6. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (The image was selected 

from Yale image database. The file name is yaleB01_P01A+035E+65.pbm. ) 

 

                       
(a) Input image       (b) Bilateral filter       (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 7. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (Closeup image from eye 

area. The image was cut from yaleB10_P00A+095E+00.pbm). 
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(a) Input image              (b) Bilateral filter            (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 8. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (The image was selected 

from in http://www.flickr.com/photos/jonwiley/2109674871/lightbox/ (Photograph by Jon Wiley)). 

 

                        
  (a) Input image          (b) Bilateral filter        (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 9. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (Closeup image from eye 

area.) 

 

               
(a) Input image                (b) Bilateral filter            (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 10. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (The image was selected 

from in http://www.flickr.com/photos/ch-ed/4255702269/lightbox/ (Photograph by Ch. Ed)). 

 

                 
(a) Input image     (b) Bilateral filter     (c) Proposed filter 

Fig. 11. Comparison of bilateral filter and self-quotient referential bilateral filter (Closeup image from eye 

area.) 

 

3.2. Real Time System Implementation 

We also implemented real-time face beautification system. 

The same laptop computer was used for implementation. The development software is Visual studio 

2010. Visual C# was used for implementation. OpenCV2.4.5 and OpenCVSharp were used for image 

processing. 
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The implemented systems are shown in Fig. 12. 

As shown in Fig. 12, we used Haar cascade for face detection after capturing the image with web camera. 

We then apply the proposed filter to the detected area, and combine the filter output and the captured 

image.  

After face detection, we apply self-quotient referential bilateral filter to the detected area. The face area 

was surrounded by the red square to clarify the detected area. 

For testing, we prepared three old man/woman photographs and capture them using our developed 

system. Fig. 13, Fig. 14, and Fig. 15 show the detected and filtered results. 

 

 
Fig. 12. Conceptual diagram of real-time face beautification system. 

 

 
Fig. 13. Example 1 of real-time face beautification system. 

 

 
Fig. 14. Example 1 of real-time face beautification system. 
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Fig. 15. Example 3 of real-time face beautification system. 

 

In Fig. 13-Fig. 15, left pictures show the original images captured by web-camera. Right pictures show the 

outputs combining the original images and filter outputs.  

As shown in Fig. 13-Fig. 15, the system could robustly detect the face area and smooth its face while 

preserving edge information. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed self-quotient referential bilateral filter, and showed the real-time face 

beautification system using our system as an application of the proposed filter.  

Although it is difficult to handle the image with light variation using original bilateral filter, the proposed 

filter could smooth while preserving edge information not only around high contrast area but also low 

contrast area. 

If the method using flash and non-flash images is employed, it requires two images taken at the same 

place. Our system only requires an image because it refers to self-quotient image.  

These features are preferable for applying our method to existing systems such as existing television 

phone system and TV programs. We would like to apply the developed system to existing systems. We also 

would like to conducted user experiment for subjective evaluation. 
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